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urora Motorcycles release the World’s fastest
and most powerful production motorcycle, which
is set to redefine motorcycling. The concept
is simple, build the World’s most exotic
motorcycle. After a seven year long gestation period
in total secrecy, the end result is the Aurora Hellfire
OZ26, a no-expense-spared Ultrabike that bristles with
innovation. A frameless design, with multi link rear
suspension, a Hossack carbon front end and utilizing only
the finest components.

This awesome creation has a longitudinally positioned,
naturally aspirated, fuel injected, 4 valve, DOHC 2,575cc
V8 engine delivering over 400hp and 220 ftlb torque,
yet with its brilliant electronic package, this massive but
compact engine provides silky smooth delivery of power.
Innovation abounds, with a contra-rotating gearbox
cancelling out any torque reaction from the engine.
The multilink rear end nulls out drive shaft reactions and
provides a variable level of anti squat.

OZ26

The sensual carbon Hossack front end not only offers
fantastic road feel, but delivers low unsprung weight
and proportional antidive, with both front and rear ends
controlled by Ohlins TTX electronic shocks. The front
end, in conjunction with the Brembo GPX R4 calipers,
delivers exceptional braking capability far beyond what
the best conventional forks can provide.
Fantastic styling by renowned designer Tim Cameron
gives the bike an aggressive but visually pleasing stance
that looks fast just standing still! From the “Predator”
front fairing to the dual plane rear end, this striking
visual design also manages to blend-in the classic 60’s
F1 look with its exposed carbon intake stacks, all eight
of them!
The bike’s software features sport/touring/city/
wet/custom modes with 10 level traction control,
configurable damping, anti-wheelie and ABS. Gear
shifting the 5 speed gearbox is by foot or by handlebar
button up/down one gear, or given the bike’s huge
torque, you can shift two gears at a time!
Power, styling, software, innovation are all harmonized
in the Aurora Hellfire OZ26. Be prepared to redefine your
limits! The World of motorcycling has a new King.
The Ultrabike is born.

ENGINE
TYPE
DISPLACEMENT

80˚ V8 4 Valve DOHC
2575cc

PERFORMANCE
MAX. POWER
MAX. TORQUE
TOP SPEED

311Kw (417hp) @ 9,500 rpm
319Nm (235ft/lb)
340+km/h (210+ mph)

DIMENSIONS
WHEELBASE
DRY WEIGHT

1600mm (63”)
270Kg (594lbs)

FRONT END
TYPE
CONSTRUCTION

Hossack
Billet Wishbones, Carbon bridge

REAR END
TYPE
DRIVE
FUEL TANK

Multi Link
Shaft, dual uni with cush
Kevlar construction 22 L capacity
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